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tic substrate design · made easy 
Up until 

sign graphs r microstrip on fer
rite and Game substrates. In "Mi
crostrip Propaga: ion on Magnetic 
Substrates-Part Design Theo
ry, and Part II: Experiment," 
(IEEE Trans. on T, Vol. 20, 
No. 5, May, 1972, pp. 304-313), 
R. A. Pucil and D. J. se have 
eliminated this problem. T y pre
sent formulas and graphs f th 
effective relative permeability d 
the filling factors of magnet· s -
strates in microstrip. 

After a review of th formulas 
for dielectric substra s, a duality 
reiationship for agnetic sub-
strates is deriv based on the 
duality of k a 1//L in Maxwell's 
equations a a TEM approxima-
tion for e magnetic case. Wheel
er's fi ·ng factor analysis is then 
use o get a ma,gnetic filling fac
t . It is not necessary to solve for 
the magnetic field distribution in 
the microstrip. The figure shows 
the effective relative permeability 
of the magnetic substrate micro-

. strip as a function of the system 
geometry. 

Can microwaves hurt? 
This question is clearly of inter

est to the readers of MicroWaves. 
Unfortunately, we really don't 
know the answer at the lower pow
er levels. In "Human Exposure to 
Non-ionizing Radiant Energy-Po
tential Hazards and Safety Stand
·ards," (Proc. IEEE, Vol. 60, No. 4, 
April, 1972, pp. 389-421), S. M. 
Micp.aelson sheds some light on the 
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Per ability varies with the strip 
condu or dimensions. It can be 
shown at /Leff is bracketed by 

Experimental da ·verifying the 
theory is obtained wit ring reso
nators printed on variou magnetic 
substrates. All ferrite losses are 
accounted for. 

I 
controversy between thermal and 
non-thermal effects. He reviews all 
the current theories of tissue-mi
crowave interactions, critical or
gans, perception and threshold 
problems and protection guides. He 
comes out for retention of the 10 
mW /cm2 standard and reminds us 
that we lack sufficient data for 
"rational and informed decisions." 

·me-varying linear networks 
Time-varying ne orks appear 

in the microwave techn ogy fo the 
form of diode modulato para
metric amplifiers, hai:monic ener
ators; etc. The circuit designe is 
often faced with the task of de
signing one of these linear t · 
port networks with both ti ary
ing and time-invarian elements. 
When the· elements n be lumped 
and vary perio · ally, a form of 
spectral anal 1s can be used and 
a general atrix description of the 
two-port can be derived which is 
particularly useful for computer 
aided design. 
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In "Spectral An sis of Peri
odically Time ying Linear Net
works," (I E. Trans. on CT, Vol. 
19, N , May, 1972, pp. 297-299), 
B . Bardakjian and M. Sablatash 

ave derived a matrix approach to 
the network which has both peri
o . ally time-varying and conven
tiona time-invariant elements. 
With tli matrix you can use the 
well-known · eas of "normal" lin
ear two-port n work theory. 

The derivatio uses · operator 
theory and Fouri Analysis. A 
simple parametric. capacitance is 
used as an example. 
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WE'RE BIG IN 

BUT.IN A SMALL WAY 

Metalized 
substrates 
and circuits 

Launchers, 
transitions 
and connectors 

Circuit frames 
and Teknimodule 
semiconductor 
modules 

Hermetic's 

Resistive 
products 

Tek-wave is big in micro-miniaturized 
MIC products, connectors, devices, hard
ware, substrates and circuit frames·. 
Created with technology we've pioneered 
in many cases, It's the broadest line 
around, with most products available 
for immediate delivery. 
Tek-wave is big in MIC capability. We'll 
meet any micro-miniature MIC require
ment you throw at us-from prototype 
to production run. And we'll give you 
quick-as-a-wink turnaround. At costs 
that help you remain competitive. 
Tek-wave is big in MIC hermetics. Our 
knowledge of hermetic sealing tech
niques is considered tops in the country. 
Many organizations come to Tek-wave 

· for solutions to hermetic sealing prob
lems, Among our achievements in this 
area, are the first commercially avail
able connectors with non-insert seals, 
and hermetic semiconductor modules. 
Both products offer increased reliability, 
improved electrical and environmental 
performance at competitive prices. 
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If you've got an MIC problem (no mat
ter how small), come to the big one in 
MIC for its solution. Ask for our latest 
catalog for full details. Tek-wave, Inc., 
P.O. Box 994, Somerville, New Jersey 
08876; telephone (201) 526-1150; TWX 
710-480-5679. 

READER SERVICE NUMBER 23 
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editorial 

. In union there is strength 
\ 

The application of technology to society 
in this country cannot truly be said to be 
guided by free market economics. Some of 
our largest technological institutions re
ceive nearly 90 % of their financing from 
the Government. Government decisions 
have a heavy bearing on the electrical 
engineer's salary and working conditions, 
and even on the geographical locale in 
which he lives. · 

The time has come to respond to the growing interde
pendence between technical progress and social needs. The 
demands of his work too often preclude the engineer from 
devoting much time to this topic. A strong organization can 
help him use his time more efficiently. An IEEE committee 
chaired by William E. Cory, director of Electronic Systems 
Research at the Southwest Research Institute in San An
tonio, Texas, has now recommended several specific steps 
which the IEEE could take in this direction.~ These pro
posals, discussed in the February '72 issue ot Spectrum, 
call for contact between IEEE sections and Government, 
socially o,riented papers in IEEE journals, official partici
pation in public spirited international bodies, and lobbying 
for tax structures fostering better use of our resources. 

The microwave engineer should give careful considera
tion to the Cory report, and vote in September on the new 
amendment to the IEEE constitution permitting IEEE 
entry into nontechnical fields. He might also send his sug
gestions to Mr. Cory, P.O. Dwr. 28510, San Antonio, Texas 
78284. 

We're now ten 
This is the tenth anniversary of Microwaves. Over the 

years we have dedicated ourselves to helping you, the 
microwave engineer, to do your job more effectively. Sincere 
thanks ate due you, our readers and our advertisers, who 
have supported us. We look forward to serving you in the 
future. 

7-f ,·d,'A. .. f X 4~ 
Managing Editor 
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